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This submission is made by the Great Harbour Way Te Aranui o Pōneke Trust, promoting the establishment of
the Great Harbour Way, a cycling and walking route around the shores of Wellington Harbour.
http://www.greatharbourway.org.nz/
Main points of our submission
1.

The Great Harbour Way will be transformational for Wellington and Hutt City in respect of an active
transport network, recreation, tourism, and city desirability.

2.

Investment in a protective seawall for the eastern bays needs to be a priority for Council to protect its
own, and its ratepayers’ assets.

3.

The proposed increased investment in the eastern bays pathway is commended.

4.

Further increased levels of investment are needed if the plan is to be completed in a more reasonable
fiveyear period rather than the current 8 years (2023). This is more likely to get cofunding support.

5.

Technical advice suggests no impediment to building this infrastructure at an increased rate of 1 km per
annum.

Subject: Eastern Bays Walkway/Cycleway
1.

The GHW Trust was tremendously enthused to see that the Eastern Bays shared path of the Great
Harbour Way was allocated increased funding to completion in the long term plan. This is a significant
shift by Council who have previously funded to a limit of $600,000 per annum with no clear end date or
completion resolve. Our assessment had been the earlier funding rate is insufficient to gain NZTA
cofunding.

2.

We note and commend the fact that cycleways/walkways have received substantial funding
endorsement in the long term plan with nearly $5 million allocated in 16/17 alone, and substantial
ongoing investment in subsequent years.

3.

The very slow incremental approach to the provision of the Eastern Bays shared pathway to date (at a
rate of 200 metres per annum) has been a substantial frustration to Eastern Bay dwellers and visitors
alike. It translates to a completion date of 2040, a time when my children will be close to drawing their
superannuation.

4.

Hutt City’s long term plan shows an accelerated investment (on previous plans) for the Eastern Bays.
Yet more is needed and must occur. We note the following;

Even at the new programmed investment rate it will be 8 years before we can realise the vision and provide the
substantial benefits that come with this infrastructural investment.
Many Councillors’ terms will be over before this vision is realised – currently 2022/23. This need not happen.
There is no investment at all in 2016/17.
In only one of the years is there an investment level equivalent to say the Wainui pathway $2,400 (2018/19).
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The funding and build plan extends to Days Bay. It does not complete the link to Eastbourne.
There is a perception that progress is limited by consultation complexities and engineering capability. We
believe this should be tested. We are informally advised civil engineering perspectives are that it could
be done much faster than currently planned e.g. at a rate of 1 km per annum (e.g. 5 years).
The extended timeframe may constrain or even invalidate central government agency support.
There are similar Council pathway investments that have been addressed on a far more intensive basis, i.e.
within two years.
5.

The Eastern Bays portion has a special character. At present there is a narrow, and at times tenuous,
single roadway link to the Eastern Bays. These bays are part of Hutt City and are a favourite
recreational escape zone for many residents of the Hutt Valley as well as Wellington. Within minutes a
visitor can be on the remote coastal road to Pencarrow lighthouse or up in the bush heading for Butterfly
Creek and Gollans Valley.

6.

The Great Harbour Way vision is to have a continuous, safe, and dedicated cycleway/pathway from
Baring Head to Red Rocks. Critical elements in this infrastructure include the Eastern Bays pathway,
and the section between Petone and Ngauranga (often referred to as closing the gaps). The latter
section is currently the subject of a government funding bid.

7.

The Great Harbour Way position is as follows:

We question if the current LTP allocation is sufficient to meet the criteria of the cofunder, NZTA. NZTA have
previously expressed a view (through its funding decisions) that insufficient funding is being allocated to
achieve a positive outcome, within a reasonable time frame. This is the half a bridge issue – until it is
completed there is limited benefit to the many stakeholders.
We believe the Great Harbour Way concept is appreciated by the Council but as yet the full benefit suite is not
fully reflected in funding allocation decisions.
These benefits include;
The provision of community and intercommunity infrastructure (i.e. footpath/walkway, as provided to virtually all
other Hutt City suburbs to facilitate movement within, and between, individual communities).
The ability to cycle commute between Eastbourne, Petone, Lower Hutt and Wellington CBD.
The extension of Hutt City’s present cycleway to the east and to the south linking the sea to the valley head.
The overall attractiveness dividend that accrues to Hutt City from such infrastructure and the tourism and
revenue benefits that will accrue.
The benefits in investing to protect through a seawall substantial Hutt city council assets and other utilities from
natural events arising from climate change.
The benefits of protecting a substantial number of residential properties and the viability of this set of seaside
communities by building an appropriate protective seawall able to rebuff seawater incursion. In doing so
it protects the rating base derived from these community.
8.

The realisation of this vision may not be as difficult as has been perceived. We believe it is time to focus
on the end outcome and bring this infrastructure to resolution with greater urgency.’
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This is today’s present state.

This is our vision for the whole harbour perimeter.

9.

You will see in the accompanying picture a vision of the Petone to Ngauranga pathway, a 10 or 15 metre
wide bikeway/cycleway recreation way. It is in essence a blue green linear park. Information from NZTA
suggests this section of pathway is not that far away. It addresses many stakeholders needs, not just
that of the cyclist, or the walkers but general recreationalists, fishers, and scenery enjoyers. Motorists
benefit too as by taking the bikes off State Highway 2 we lower the risk of contention between these two
different modes.

10.

When that section has been built and delivered, and Wellington City Council deliver their next section,
Ngauranga to Lambton Harbour, eyes will turn to the Eastern Bays walkway/bikeway. Whereas the
joining the gap Petone to Ngauranga links two cities and enables a wide range of participants including
commuters, the Eastern Bays segment closes the complete harbour loop, while also providing a gateway
to the treasured East and South. It is a turnkey for a range of tourist activities which will include;

●

The one day cruise visitor who takes the Days Bay ferry and then cycles to the lighthouse and
back round the harbour perimeter to the cruise boat.

●

The more extensive one, two, or three day cycle traveller who takes what is now known as the
Rimutaka Cycle Trail. It starts in Hutt City, proceeds up through the Rimutaka Trail, take various
routes through the Wairarapa, and has its denouement on the mighty, and in many ways
incomparable raw Southern Coast. This is a piece of scenery that is stunning whatever the
weather. To have this on our doorway in unspoilt form for all to enjoy is a substantial privilege. It
is an asset that we can draw on for the economic and social benefits it can provide.

●

The everyday Hutt families who will traverse the Bays pathway in both directions to explore and
enjoy their city environs.

11.

Approximately half of the inner Wellington harbour perimeter can be attributed to Hutt City. It is
perceived as the Hutt’s. We need to enhance the accessibility of that coastal ribbon that extends from
the Petone overbridge to Pencarrow. Some already enjoy the fabulous recreation and family
experiences here.

12.

Commercial operators are focussing more on Wellington’s gem being Lambton Harbour precinct. Hutt
City can have an equivalent and complementary draw card being Days Bay, Eastbourne, coastal
bikeway, and the untrafficked road from Burdan’s Gate to Pencarrow and beyond.

13.

City existence and city success is competitive, i.e. people have choices where they live, where they
recreate, where they travel as tourists, and where they work. City desirability indexes include lifestyle,
recreation options, easy access to nature, bike friendly, and family friendly. Vancouver, with its city
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cycleways, is one of the most desirable cities in the world. Hutt City has the opportunity to dramatically
increase its desirability and build on its existing River Trail orientated bikeways.
14.

We ask Council to further accelerate this proposed investment. It has already been running for many
years. We are strongly of the view that the vision can be achieved in far shorter time, i.e. 5 years. The
message from NZTA is clear. It is looking for significant Hutt City resolve to address this infrastructural
issue not on a near decade long incremental step basis but on a committed outcome basis. The success
of the Wainui pathway funding application confirms our belief in a substantial and speedy approach.

15.

Realisation of the Great Harbour Way vision will be transformational for the Wellington region active
transport network, recreation, tourism, and city desirability.

16.

Thank you for the opportunity of making the submission. We would also like to make an oral submission
to Council during its consideration of the long term plan.
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